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Our 45-Minute Agenda

1. Big Picture

Trends and Patterns for DIY, p2p, and Gratitude Giving 

2. Does DIY really work for healthcare?

A few case studies

3. The formula

And other considerations for a successful DIY program

4. A checklist

And other considerations for a successful DIY program

5. Questions!







Differentiation

How are Health Foundations the same 
and how are they different?



Health Foundation Similarities

How are Health 
Foundations the same?

• Social (peer pressure)

• Teams/Groups

• Personal connection to 
mission



Health Foundation Differences

How are Health 
Foundations the different?

• Intimate Life Altering/ 
Challenging/Saving Connection

• Patients need to have a good
experience (outcome not always 
connected to this)

• Don’t always see giving as 
necessary/connected to patient 
experience









30% of healthcare 
institutions DON’T 
have online tools 
for DIY & Peer-to-
peer fundraising



Why DIY?
What makes DIY attractive? But 
what are the challenges too?



Average Gift

$56.73 non 3rd party event 
average gift

$71.14 3rd party event average 
gift
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Average Gift

$453 non 3rd party event 
average fundraising

$1,230 3rd party event average 
fundraising
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Does it really work?



BC Cancer Foundation

• Launched in 2012 with Personal 
Fund Module but went to 
customized TR in 2016

• Staff provide some support but 
it does mainly ‘run itself’



BC Cancer Foundation

• Average revenue from a PFP page was 
$2,338 vs. Workout to Conquer Cancer at 
$284. 

• Average PFP gift was $126, while the 
average gift to WTCC was about $75.

• 2019 Revenue is approximately $300,000. 
It rose considerably once they moved to 
TR

• Future: Thinking of adding JustGiving  
to support someone who runs a 40-
hour twitch stream.



How does Children’s 
Hospital Los Angeles 
(CHLA) Measure Up?

Average Gift
• $56.73 – DIY
• $71.14 – P2P
• $132 – CHLA DIY

Total Raised
• $453 – DIY
• $1,230 – P2P
• $3,192 – CHLA DIY

2013 Blackbaud P2P and DIY Benchmark Study



"I figured in this day and age, it should be a 
pretty simple thing to do… I did a little bit of 
research and found a couple of options until 
[someone] suggested I look at the Hospital's 

website. 

It turns out they had an easy way to do it and the money 
went straight to them.”

TIM JOHNSON

RAISED $29,148 ON HIS CHLA FUNDRAISING PAGE



Joe’s Team – when to boost a third party/DIY with a bi more….

Third Party event for cancer research, started 
by a 50+ cancer survivor.

Triathlon, “try a tri”, people sign up and 
fundraise in teams

Feeling of community. He leveraged his friends 
and family

It was branded to the boomer, Joe, not the 
charity

Raised $600,000 from 56  participants in the 
first year

The charity provided technology, branding, 
design, and web assistance to Joe to get it 
off the ground. They calculated his well-
heeled circle would raise a lot of money

21



Parkinson Canada

Average Gift
• $130.76 – DIY
• $80.44 – Walk
• $132 – Ride
Total Raised
• $478.10 – DIY 

(158 participants 
YTD)

• $370.71 – Walk
• $1089.08 - Ride

The Evolution of a DIY Hub



How Peer-to-peer & Grateful Patients 
can be beautiful partners



Meet Peter and Dave

Lifelong friends

Cycling enthusiasts

One’s father; one’s friend diagnosed 
with Parkinson’s at a similar time



Where to Start?

All started with outreach

Prepared to respond

Tools in place to activate



Year One

A handful of 
participants

$17,000 raised

A lot of 
enthusiasm









Meet the Rigid Riders



A Team of 
Reluctant 
Cyclists



Rudy’s Run

Marina Erfle, 28

Father Rudy, diagnosed with 
Parkinson’s in 2008

Marina: energy, time and a drive to 
make an impact

Rudy: well connected in Pointe-Claire, 
QC community



Made Use of Tools

• Promotional Posters

• Pledge Forms

• Pre-filled certificates

• Planning Guide



Rudy’s Run Retention

2019: Named 
research grant

Modest web revisions
Continued custom / 
customer support

2020: Grant 
acknowledgement; 
further investment; 
new tools



The Formula

AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS



The Formula for DIY Success

Had a great conversation with our doctors

Identified a need for specialized equipment

Called our Foundation

CHAMPIONS

OPPORTUNITY

FACILITATORS



Challenges

Keeping up with the fundraisers

Varying levels of support needed by fundraisers

Ensuring you have the right tools & infrastructure

Staff to support DIY & activate fundraisers

Aligning efforts with fundraising priorities



Considerations

• Guidelines for fundraisers

• Push out story via traditional and social media 
channels

• Templated emails, social posts to help fundraiser 
raise funds

• Coaching emails/scheduled check ins with the 
fundraiser

• Ideas to inspire fundraisers: pub nights, non-events, 
birthdays

Outline 
support 

that your 
Foundation 
can provide

• Reporting back on funds 
raised and impact!

• Renew/reinvigorate 
campaigns

Steward 
both 

organizer 
and donors



Pros and Cons of DIY for Healthcare Institutions

Pros

• Low barrier to entry
• Engages valuable supporters:

• Reach out to personal network
• Raise more per donor 
• More likely to give to other areas e.g. 

monthly giving, middle donor, etc.

• For Hospital and Healthcare, can 
serve Grateful Patients, Third Party 
Events, Hospital Departments, etc. 
under one branded, evergreen site

Cons

• Don’t return year to year like event 
fundraisers

• BUT if they do, they outperform 
new fundraisers

• Less predictable and scalable than 
annual event



Launching your healthcare DIY site

A Checklist

❑ Establish communications plan for site launch (internal 
and external)

❑ Document policies and procedures

❑ Document FAQs for staff 

❑ Draft an email that major gifts staff can send to their 
donors

❑ Hold internal meetings to educate staff on new site

❑ Send an all-organization email/communication, if possible

❑ Share on your web/social media presences, email list, etc.



Questions to Ask – Healthcare DIY Newbies

Have you met with internal 
stakeholders to understand areas 

of opportunity/needs from 
different teams?

Have you carefully considered 
institutional needs e.g. funding 
(research, medical specialties), 

hospital 
departments/divisions/programs?

Do you have the right staff, with 
the right skills?

Do you have the right technology, 
both for the site itself and data 

transfer to your donor database, if 
designations will be used?

Have you gathered the necessary 
information to calculate ROI?



Questions to Ask – Existing Healthcare DIY

Have you carefully 
considered how to find, and 

motivate, different 
generations?

Have you thought of DIY 
initiatives that provide 

once-in-a-lifetime 
experiences?

Have you connected 
multiple channels e.g. 

telephone, mail and digital 
with your DIY 

opportunities?

Have you introduced 
innovations to your DIY 

space? E.g. crowdfunding, 
no-go galas, etc.?

Have you created a 
marketing plan for 
promoting the site, 
including content 

development of fundraiser 
and grateful patient stories?



To learn more about one 
organization’s multi-year 
journey with DIY: 
Check out this webinar

And  I’ve been involved with almost 100 
DIYs… bug me!

https://www.peertopeerforum.com/webinar-recording-diy-third-party-events-become-important-hospital-foundations/


@hjcnewmedia

facebook.com/michael.johnston.9883739

linkedin.com/in/mike-Johnston-hjc

linkedin.com/in/collinsjon/



Tell us in a session survey 
on the mobile app, and 
you’ll be entered to win a 
complimentary pass to 
bbcon 2020 in Seattle, WA!






